
 

 

Curriculum committee meeting minutes 

8th October 3.30pm 

Attendees: John Neenan, Julie Phillips, Eleanor Milligan, Andrew Beane, Jack Branford and Mary 

Evans. 

Apologies: Emily Clarke 

Also attending: Fiona Tibbitt as clerk  

KEY: support, challenge, RE, Christian values and vision 

1 Welcome 

Jack welcomed everyone to the meeting. Nominations were taken for chair, Jack was nominated and 

all approved. 

2 Terms of Reference 

The proposed terms of reference for all committees were circulated prior to the meeting. It was 

decided that Community Engagement should be put into the new Strategy committee, but the SEF 

should stay within Curriculum committee.  The strategic 3-5 year budget plan would also move into 

strategy along with staffing structure.  The other areas of pay and personnel would stay with the 

finance and general purposes committee.  

The Curriculum terms of reference were agreed with the above changes.  

3 Dates and Times of meetings 

After some discussion the dates for the curriculum committee meetings were agreed as follows: 

12.11.18, 28.01.19, 25.03.19 and 20.05.19.  They will be a 3.30pm unless notification is sent out in 

advance of the meetings.  

4 Targets and data 

This year’s writing was low. JN has contacted Amanda Lowe for training on assessment and writing 

to be delivered during inset training sessions.  Evidence of children’s reading needs to be going back 

into writing. 

Phonics did improve last year, however the school went up 3 points and the national average went 

up by 2 points which still left the school 9 points below national average. JN confirmed this has been 

set as a target for teachers’ performance management. 

Governors asked how JN would ensure a cultural shift to tackle the issue of phonics following 

previous resistance from some to engaging with the assessment process. JN advised that alien words 

will be embedded from early in year 1 and all children will be exposed to trickier words in a broader 

context not just when they have accomplished easier words. Espresso will be used.  Within the SLT 

JP will lead literacy for KS1 and SL for KS2.  



 

 

Nessy will be used more fully as a phonics programme to support teaching and learning – JN will be 

carrying out literacy observations and looking at how phonics is embedded within literacy lessons. JN 

observed a lovely phonics session in Beech class that day and is directing other teachers to watch 

how it should be done.  Year 1 children will be looking at phase phonics including diagraphs earlier 

instead of waiting for phonemes to be embedded first. This allows for exposure as early as possible. 

Those falling behind can be targeted with interventions with experience from SL. JP and SL will be 

mentoring other KS1 teachers to change the mindset.  

No longer using 5-minute work box and sound discovery and instead using specific bespoke 

interventions for those who haven’t taken on the phonics the first time around. Volunteers are 

working with the children on a regular weekly basis and those that need extra help will have phonics 

flashcards 3 times a day.  

Governors were keen to ensure children wouldn’t miss out on PE or CW due to interventions, still 

need to look after the whole child.  JN assured them this would not happen. Maths, writing and PE 

are already being linked together with scavenger hunts, orienteering etc.  Targets are cross 

curricular.   

Interventions will be bespoke in groups or as individual pupils to specific needs, one size does not fit 

all – access plans reviewed for all children not just SEN.  

5 TARGETS cross curricular 

JN advised that following the projective targets were made by tracking progression throughout 

school from EYFS this years’ KS1. By following this writing at the expected level would be 56%, which 

would tip the school back to being a school for concern.  This year’s national average was 70%.  

DATA in other areas looks very positive. Children are coming out of EYFS at green so we’d be looking 

at 79% pass rate so the teachers will be looking at what can we do to drive them forward.  

Using the same tracking Maths is looking to be 62% expected standard and reading 72% expected.  

Year 2 teachers have a lot of work to do. Looking back at previous years this cohort has children that 

are lower attainers. Governors commented on how you can predict what children will get when they 

spurt at different times. JN commented that a 3rd of the children in Y2 are on the SEN register and 6 

are PP. 

Children that are below in progress are PP children, the EAL child, plus summer term children. The 

teachers are targeting these pupils to encourage accelerated progress.  There could be a risk of a 

slight dip.   

Teachers are target setting for children in writing, maths and phonics for KS1 – either working 

towards, expected or greater depth – and using this to see how we can push them into the next 

bracket – for Y1 and Y2. 

This has already been done for EYFS with predictions of where they will be at the end of the year. It 

is very early days, but the wish is to highlight those who are very low. Governors questioned if they 

give a target that is at least the national average? If they are teachers and JN are looking at the 



 

 

barriers to learning, SEMH documentation such as family splits and bereavement to ensure they 

make suitable progress from the baseline.  

Given the knowledge of interventions needed in Y2, budgetary funds have been diverted to allow at 

least 10 hours of TA time for the second half of the term.  

JN explained a strong PSE programme is being put in place for all children in the school to be 

resilient, this will be embedded that with the RE. JN observed fantastic support this morning in class 

giving positive reinforcement for those children in particular need.  He emphasised the importance 

of emotional scaffolding.  

JN has been in all classes and is impressed by the majority of teaching.  An HR discussion followed 

with assurance that action plans following correct procedure and support was being followed. 

Training had been invested in and booked.   

6 SIDP 

JN advised the YR teacher is returning 3 days a week in February so the school will be recruiting a 2 

day a week teacher.  KJ the returning teacher is coming into school for the nursery build meeting and 

again for the open evening.    

PE- governors asked how the school is boosting its profile. JN advised it is tricky until the next 

financial year, however the new sports hall will be in action from January and Premier Sports will be 

doing some free activities also the swimming pool at AHS will be used as well as Youngs Park football 

grounds.  

RE is to be embedded throughout the school, Kathryn Wright coming to do twilight training for all 

teachers. Andrew commented on the wonderful Harvest Festival with much improved singing and 

participation. He felt JP led it well and SMASH didn’t have time to give people a cup of tea after the 

service.  

SIAMS Governors questioned how visitors would know we are a church school apart from religious 

artefacts. Are Christian values embedded within classroom behaviours.  JN advised he is going to a 

SIAMS session being led by Paul Dunning in Diocesan House. The school’s Vision needs to be 

transparent and along with its ethos theologised.  The Vision Dream, Believe and Achieve will be 

looked at in the SLT and Strategy meeting along with strategic objectives. JN has been talking with 

Aylsham Cluster heads building relationships. FT has been trying to ensure minimal disruption to our 

neighbours during the building work.  

7 DEVELOPING MIDDLE LEADERSHIP ACROSS THE SCHOOL 

All teachers have been given a job description relating to their roles and responsibilities within their 

performance management meetings. 

JN is holding bi-weekly SLT meetings on Mondays with SL, FT and JP. 

Middle leadership – all teachers with subject leader responsibility are on the upper pay scale apart 

from one. They are generally self-sufficient and are given an afternoon out of classroom every half 

term for subject leader time.  This will include taking learning walks and collating resources. The 



 

 

curriculum development plan has highlighted the lack of resourcing in school for subjects, 

particularly looking at what is needed to support the KS2 curriculum. Science is being taught in year 

groups, this is working well. Oak class are to visit to Norwich castle on 10th December and Y3s are 

going to the cathedral on Thursday. JP is planning a trip to a farm in Frettenham to look at a robotic 

milking machine as well as workshops on healthy eating.  There will be an archery day for the whole 

school to tie in with JP’s Robin Hood topic. There will also be visits from hedgehogs and a tortoise. 

Plans are open to change if they are not engaging the children.  Governors were keen that any topics 

are relevant to the children to meet their interests.  

8 POLICY  

Teaching and Learning policy and the Assessment policy will be looked at during the next meeting. 

They will be put on the hub prior to the meeting for governors to read through.  

9 MONITORING AND TRAINING REPORTS 

JN has been carrying out classroom observations and will be scrutinising topic webs.  

All governors are invited to Educator Solutions in school training Holding School Leaders to Account 

on 6th December.  

There will be Ofsted training from Deborah Leahy as well. (arranged for Monday 5th 

November,3.30pm) 

Governors discussed what monitoring the curriculum committee should do. They agreed to look at 

the curriculum plans and add their comments.   

AB and EM have helped with safeguarding monitoring. JP has completed a DSL course and all 

governors and staff have been asked to complete an online PREVENT course.  FT has completed 

safer recruitment training.  

10 TIME AND DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting as on 12th November 2018 at 4pm. 

 

 

 


